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Abstract
Introduction Chronic, non-specific low back pain is a
major global cause of disability. One factor which might
potentially contribute to ongoing pain is maladaptive
variation in the level of activity in the lumbar musculature.
Several studies have investigated this activity using
surface electromyography, in varied muscles and during a
number of functional activities. Due to differences in the
applied methodology, the results have been difficult to
compare, and previous reviews have been limited in scope.
In this protocol, we aim to perform a comprehensive
review of the effect of chronic low back pain on lumbar
muscle activity.
Methods and analysis This protocol was informed by
the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Review
and Meta-analysis Protocols (PRISMA-P) and results will
be reported in line with the PRISMA. Searches will be
conducted on the Web of Science, PubMed, MEDLINE,
EMBASE, ZETOC and CINAHL databases, along with
a comprehensive review of grey literature and key
journals. One reviewer will conduct the searches, but
two independent reviewers will screen potential studies
and assess the risk of bias within studies which meet
the inclusion criteria. The Newcastle-Ottawa risk of bias
tool, and the Grading of Recommendations, Assessment,
Development and Evaluation (GRADE) guidelines will be
used to assess the quality of the data. Meta-analysis will
be conducted where appropriate on groups of studies
with homogenous methodology. Where studies are too
heterogeneous to allow for meta-analysis, meta-synthesis
will instead be completed, comparing results in terms of
net increases or decreases of activity.
Ethics and dissemination This review aims to identify
common adaptations of muscle activity in people with low
back pain and it is expected that the results will influence
future research directions and future rehabilitation
approaches. The results will be submitted for publication in
a peer-reviewed journal and presented at conferences.
Prospero registration number CRD42019125156

Introduction
Rationale
Chronic low back pain (LBP) is a leading
cause of disability, placing a high burden on
healthcare services globally.1 2 Recent point

Strengths and limitations of this study
►► First wide systematic search considering the effect

of chronic, non-specific low back pain on muscle
activity.
►► This methodology allows for a wide range of tasks to
be considered and included in meta-analysis.
►► This protocol allowed for peer-review of the review
methodology and so increases transparency and reduces bias.
►► This protocol only accounts for observational studies, excluding randomised controlled trials, so the
expected evidence level will be lower.
►► While it would be beneficial to also consider the
results of intramuscular electromyography, as the
outcomes are too different, these results will be
omitted.

prevalence estimates suggest that at any one
time, approximately 540 million people are
experiencing ‘activity-limiting’ LBP.3 Previous
evidence suggests that of all those who experience LBP, 30%–40% will continue to experience symptoms beyond 3 months and thus
become chronic.4 5 Furthermore, as many
as 85% of those who experience any form
of LBP will have no diagnosable underlying
pathology and are thus categorised as experiencing ‘non-specific’ LBP.6 Therefore, efforts
in healthcare research have included a focus
on understanding the mechanisms underlying the maintenance of pain in chronic
non-specific LBP (CNSLBP).
One potential physical contributing factor
to LBP is variation in the level of activity of
the lumbar paraspinal extensor muscles.
This has the potential to change the load
distribution on spinal structures, and thus
contribute to the maintenance and/or
perpetuation of pain.7 However, despite
several investigations, the exact link between
the level of muscle activity and CNSLBP
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remains unclear.7–10 The lumbar region is highly
muscular, comprising subcutaneous contributions from
the lumbar erector spinae (iliocostalis, longissimus and
spinalis) and the superficial multifidus.11 These muscles
are considered particularly important due to their role
in nearly all functional spinal movements and postural
control tasks.12 13 The most common technique used to
investigate lumbar muscle activity is electromyography
(EMG).14–16
EMG enables an understanding of muscles by recording
the electrical activity during muscle contractions.17 This
activity can be measured using skin mounted electrodes,
termed surface EMG (sEMG), or via needle electrodes
known as intramuscular EMG. Surface EMG offers a non-
invasive means to record the level of activity from the
superficial musculature, either between two points on a
muscle (bipolar sEMG) or across a 2D region of the muscle
(high-density sEMG; HDEMG).17 As sEMG is less invasive,
it is more clinically useful and so studies which have investigated the effect of low back pain on muscle activity have
often used sEMG electrodes over intramuscular techniques.18 However, direct comparison between results
remains challenging as these studies have incorporated
varied methodologies and consequently often reported
varied results including both increases and decreases in
muscle activity as a result of LBP. These studies have used
bipolar and HDEMG electrodes to measure activity within
differing lumbar musculature as participants completed
a variety of tasks including fatiguing, walking and endurance contractions.14 15 19–22
Previous reviews have attempted to synthesise these
results to draw conclusions; however, these reviews have
been focused on the investigation of activity within just
one muscle, or during one task, for example, standing on
unstable surfaces, or synthesising results drawn from one
database.8 10 23 24 While these reviews do answer specific
questions, there remains a gap in the literature to assess
what the overall effect of CNSLBP is on lumbar paraspinal
muscle activity. In the most recent review of multiple
tasks on muscle activity, with studies drawn from just one
database, it was noted that differences were apparent in
muscle activation between sitting and standing tasks in
individuals with LBP.8 Despite this finding, no previous
review has utilised a systematic search strategy to compile
these results across tasks and understand the gross effect
of CNSLBP on lumbar muscle activity.
Thus, there remains no comprehensive systematic
review to date which assesses the effect of CNSLBP on
the level of muscle activity across all superficial lumbar
musculature during a variety of functional tasks. Understanding the differences in muscle activity between individuals with CNSLBP and pain-free controls is relevant
since understanding the most common adaptation of
lumbar muscle activity to pain may lead to the development of new rehabilitation approaches for use in clinical
practice.18
2

Objectives
1. To explore what differences are present in the activity of the superficial lumbar paraspinal musculature
during functional tasks in individuals with CNSLBP, as
measured by surface EMG.
If possible, dependant on the results of the primary
objective and specifically if the data are suitably homogenous to allow meta-analysis, a secondary objective will be
investigated.
2. To quantify the magnitude of changes in muscle activity associated with CNSLBP with regard to the type of
functional task completed and the intensity/duration
of LBP symptoms.
Methods and analysis
The protocol for this review has been developed in accordance with the Cochrane Back Review Group guidelines,
the Cochrane Handbook, and the PRISMA-P preferred
reporting guidelines (see online supplementary file
1).25–28 This protocol has been registered on PROSPERO
(CRD42019125156) on the 12/02/2019.
Eligibility criteria
The PICOS framework has been used to inform the eligibility criteria for the inclusion and exclusion of studies.28 29
Population
The population of interest is adults (aged 18 years or
older) with chronic, non-specific (with no diagnosable
underlying pathology) LBP, or adults who are pain-free
and included in the context of a comparative control. For
the purpose of this review, the definition for chronicity in
LBP will follow the minimum guidelines by Dionne et al,
and include pain in the lower back which has persisted
for more than 3 months.30
Intervention/Exposure
The intervention of interest is the use of surface EMG to
measure the level of activity of the lumbar musculature.
This will include any measure of activity in any lumbar
paraspinal muscle which can be (or has been) measured
by surface EMG, including, but not limited to, the lumbar
erector spinae or any of its component parts and the
lumbar multifidus.8 31 32
Comparison
Studies must include a comparison of muscle activity
related to a functional task. This comparison could be
within-
groups or between-
groups and could include
pre-task and post-task measures; continuous or multiple
measurements throughout a task; or associated with a
change in symptoms.33
Outcomes
The outcome of interest is the measurement of the amplitude of lumbar paraspinal muscle activity. Any measure
related to the amplitude of muscle activity will be included,
including root mean square (RMS), average rectified
Sanderson A, et al. BMJ Open 2019;9:e029850. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2019-029850
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Table 1 Summary of Inclusion and exclusion criteria
Inclusion criteria
Population
Intervention/Exposure

Adults (>18 y), men and women with CNSLBP or a pain-free control
Use of surface EMG to measure the amplitude of activity of the lumbar paraspinal
musculature

Comparison

Differences in the magnitude of lumbar muscle activity between individuals with CNSLBP
and pain-free controls

Outcomes
Study Type

Surface EMG measurement of the amplitude of muscle activity
Quantitative observational studies

Exclusion Criteria
Population

Intervention/Exposure
Study Type

Studies where individuals under the age of 18 were explicitly included
Individuals with LBP defined by study authors as ‘Chronic’ but has not persisted for over
3 months
Individuals with CNSLBP who have been diagnosed with an underlying pathology
Results from the use of intramuscular EMG in tandem with surface EMG
To reduce the risk of the introduction of bias, studies of all languages will be included in
the search, however due to limitations in time and resources, studies not in English will be
excluded but noted on the PRISMA flow diagram.

value (ARV) and area under the curve (integrated EMG)
in both absolute values (voltage) and relative to reference
contractions including maximal, submaximal or reference voluntary contractions (MVC, SMVC, RVC respectively).34 Only studies which measure the level of activity
of the muscle quantitatively will be included.
Studies
From scoping searches, it was determined that the highest
level of evidence for this review is likely to comprise of
observational studies.
The inclusion and exclusion criteria for this review are
briefly summarised in table 1.
Information sources
Information sources will be searched from inception to
21 August 2019. Specific search strategies using medical
subject heading (MESH) terms have been developed to
use where appropriate. The following databases will be
used for searching: Web of Science, PubMed, MEDLINE
(OVID Interface), EMBASE (OVID interface), ZETOC
and CINAHL (EBSCO interface).
Hand searching of key journals will be conducted,
including the Journal of Electromyography and Kinesiology, Clinical Neurophysiology, Muscle & Nerve, Clinical
Biomechanics and The Clinical Journal of Pain. Notable
authors in the field will be contacted to identify relevant
unpublished literature which is currently in preparation. Grey literature will be included in the search, and
searches will be conducted using the British National
bibliography for report literature, Opengrey and dissertation abstracts. Conference proceedings from 2017 to
2019 will be accessed, including the Congress of the International Society of Electrophysiology and Kinesiology
(ISEK), the World Congress of Biomechanics (WCB),
Society for Back Pain Research Annual Meeting (SBPR)
Sanderson A, et al. BMJ Open 2019;9:e029850. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2019-029850

and the World Congress on Low Back & Pelvic Girdle
Pain. To ensure completeness of the literature search, the
reference lists of studies which are identified as eligible
following the search will be hand searched to ensure that
no relevant studies are missed.
Search strategy
The search will be conducted by the lead author (AS)
and has been informed by subject-
specific expertise
and the completion of scoping searches. There will be
no restrictions on the search in terms of the design,
language, region or date. The keyword search strategy
has been developed for MEDLINE (OVID interface)
and incudes MESH keywords to ensure completeness of
the search. The specific search terms will be modified to
reflect differences in keywords and syntax between databases; however, the search strategy will remain consistent.
A detailed search strategy for the Medline database has
been included in online supplementary file 2.
The lead author will search all information sources
to identify relevant studies, and subsequently remove
all duplicate studies. Then two authors (AS, AG) will
independently screen the identified studies. Following
the identification of all eligible studies, information
extraction will be completed by AS, with accuracy
checked by AG. The reviewers will not be blinded towards
the authors, research group, or institutional information
of the studies.
Data management
The results of the literature search, including the citation and abstract for each relevant study will be imported
into EndNote X9 (Clarivate Analytics). Studies will be
imported during the search, and duplicate studies will be
identified and removed prior to the screening process. At
this point, the remaining studies will be replicated into
3
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an individual folder for each reviewer for screening. In
order to screen effectively, the full text for all potentially
eligible studies will be retrieved and stored in EndNote
X9. Screening will be accomplished using forms which
have been developed to reflect the previously stated inclusion and exclusion criteria.
Selection process
The study selection process has been designed to reflect
the best practice guidelines suggested by the Cochrane
Back Review Group.25 Initial screening of search results
will exclude studies in which it is clear from the title and
abstract that the content is not relevant to objectives of
this review. Where eligibility is unclear, the reviewers will
read the full text of the article and use the screening
tool to assess inclusion. The screening form will be used
to objectively assess the study based on the inclusion
and exclusion criteria. This form will identify studies as
eligible, ineligible or unclear in terms of its inclusion
in the review. In the event that a study is identified as
unclear it will be discussed with the second reviewer to
determine eligibility. If there is no consensus following
this discussion, a third reviewer will be asked to determine
the eligibility of the study. Furthermore, in the instance
that one reviewer is an author on a potentially eligible
study, screening for inclusion will be conducted by the
remaining and third reviewer.
Data collection process
Data will be extracted by AS using a standardised form
which has been created, based on the Cochrane data
extraction template, using the objectives of the review
and the inclusion criteria as a guide.26 The extracted data
will be reviewed for accuracy by AG and any discrepancies
discussed between reviewers, where resolution cannot be
achieved, the third reviewer will determine which data
are relevant. The standardised form will be piloted for
completeness of data extraction on a subsection of studies
and any necessary changes will be implemented prior to
extraction from all eligible studies.
Data items
A summary of data items to be extracted from eligible
studies is included in table 2. Where data are missing from
studies or the results are presented in an ambiguous way,
the corresponding author will be contacted for clarification. If the clarification affects the eligibility of the study,
and the author does not respond within a set timeframe,
the study will be considered ineligible; however, it will be
noted as excluded for ambiguity. If a study appears to use
the same sample as another eligible study, the authors will
be contacted to ensure that the results are not recorded
in duplicate. In the instance that intramuscular EMG has
been used in tandem with sEMG, the data from the intramuscular electrodes will be discarded, but the sEMG data
will be preserved.
Risk of bias
Bias within individual studies will be assessed independently by each reviewer (AS, AG) with the
4

Table 2 Summary of items to be extracted from eligible
studies using the standardised data extraction form
Information area

Data extracted

Background

Authors
Year of Publication
Title
Study Design
Setting
Sample Characteristics (Sample size,
age, anthropomorphic data)
LBP Characteristics (Duration, average
pain, current pain, laterality)
Task Information (Fatiguing, endurance,
repeated, standing, length of recording,
etc)
Type of surface EMG (bipolar, linear
array, HDEMG)
EMG Processing (sampling frequency,
filtering, offline processing)
EMG Processing of signal amplitude
(RMS, ARV, integrated EMG)
Muscles measured
Absolute or Normalised Activity values
Normalisation Parameter and technique
(MVC, SMVC, RVC)
Amplitude Outcomes (Within subjects
Pre/Post, between subjects pre/
post, changes throughout, systematic
differences between groups)
Effect Sizes where reported

Methodology

Results

Newcastle-Ottawa scale (NOS).35 The scale is designed
for use within all types of observational studies and
considers the selection and comparability of the sample
as well as the assessment of the outcomes.36 Each study
will be designated a star rating from 0 to a maximum of
9 stars, for which guidelines exist to convert to Agency
for Healthcare Research and Quality standards.35 37 Using
these guidelines, studies selected for inclusion into the
review will be graded as ‘Good’, ‘Fair’ or ‘Poor’ quality
with the star ratings for each subheading also reported.
Previous investigations into the reliability and the
validity of NOS have presented mixed results, showing in
some cases lower reliability when compared with other
tools.36 38 39 However, it has previously been reported that
for observational studies 86 individual risk of bias tools
have been created, with no clear preferable candidate for
determining risk of bias.40 For this review, it was decided to
follow the advice of Hootman and colleagues, who determined that the NOS remains preferable to alternate risk
of bias tools due to its moderate to high reliability, ease of
use and face validity across observational designs.36
Data synthesis
In order to be included in meta-analysis, the outcomes
and the methodology of the considered studies must be
homogenous; as such, the possibilities for meta-analysis
will become clear following data extraction. Thus, the
Sanderson A, et al. BMJ Open 2019;9:e029850. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2019-029850
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remainder of this section speculates on the expected
search results; however, changes may be required
following data extraction.
The heterogeneity of the eligible studies will be assessed
using the following characteristics:
►► Type of sEMG used
►► Measurement of muscle activity outcome (eg, is the
measurement relative or absolute)
►► Which muscles were considered
►► Task completed (eg, fatiguing, endurance, repeated,
standing)
Where homogeneity is sufficient between groups within
these categories, then inclusion within meta-
analysis
either as a large group or as several subgroups will be
determined by both reviewers. If the included studies are
clearly homogenous in methodology, or are not clearly
heterogeneous, then each reviewer will independently
place studies into appropriate groups for analysis. This
grouping will be determined by each reviewer independently, based on factors that they believe will allow the
best and most accurate comparisons to be made. Thus,
these subgroupings are likely to be based on the methodological factors mentioned previously, for example, task
completed and/or muscles considered, as appropriate for
the eligible studies. If appropriate, reviewers can include
studies in more than one subgroup (eg, one group for
muscles and one group for task), however in this instance
care will be taken to ensure that these subgroups are
not included in the same meta-analysis. Where concurrence exists between reviewers for these groupings, meta-
analysis will occur. If the reviewers do not broadly agree
on groupings then the potential for meta-synthesis will be
instead discussed by the reviewers. Where disagreement
occurs at any stage that cannot be resolved by the primary
reviewers, the third reviewer will determine the possibility
of meta-analysis or meta-synthesis.
In the instance that the reviewers determine a meta-
analysis is appropriate, a statistical test of heterogeneity
will be performed, providing an I2 value for the heterogeneity of the sample.41 The I2 value will be reported as a
percentage and interpreted as suggested by the Cochrane
Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interventions.26
Significance in the measure of heterogeneity as calculated by the chi-squared test, will be set at p<0.1. As in
previous reviews, the groupings of studies will be eligible
for meta-analysis if an I2 value of <50% (low heterogeneity) is calculated.42 Groups which exceed this value
will be ineligible for meta-analysis and so will instead be
considered for meta-synthesis.
Comparisons of changes in muscle activity between
studies may be very difficult to assess due to differences
in signal processing, tasks and experimental design.
However, where meta-analysis is determined to be appropriate, results will be extracted from the relevant studies
and compiled, with changes normalised and reported as
percentage changes in all studies. Where inadequate data
are provided within the publication to allow this analysis,
the authors will be contacted to provide further data. This

compiled data will then be used to create Odds Ratios
(ORs) investigating the relationship between LBP and
changes in muscle activity across studies.
ORs are traditionally used for binary outcomes
whereby the odds of one outcome or another can be
easily compared.43 Thus, if appropriate for the studies
identified within the review, here, it is suggested instead
to use the ORs to allow comparisons between different
subgroupings of tasks and muscles. ORs will be calculated
from the proportions of studies within each subgroup
to show either an increase or a decrease in the level of
activity. This analysis will allow for the estimation of effects
across tasks and muscles, and will indicate if any specific
tasks or muscles have outlying results. Within subgroups,
percentage changes in activity will be correlated with
secondary outcomes, including the level and duration of
pain, if reported, to investigate the what effect these have
on lumbar muscle activity.
If the data are not sufficiently homogenous, a narrative synthesis will instead be applied to the data set, with
more binary elements of analysis also included. The
results will be distilled to provide results in the format of
an ‘increase’, ‘decrease’ or ‘no change’ in activity in the
muscle activity.
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Confidence in cumulative evidence
The risk of publication bias will be assessed by conducting
a detailed search of unpublished studies, contacting
notable authors in the field and the inclusion of grey
literature in the search. Relevant conference proceedings
from the previous 2 years will be accessed and authors
of presented studies which were not brought forward to
publication will be contacted.
The pooled data will be assessed using the Grading of
Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation (GRADE) approach to evaluate the overall quality
of the literature.44 GRADE approach will be applied to
the groupings identified earlier, and will be carried out
according to the guidelines. Thus, observational studies
will initially be given a ‘Low’ rating for the quality of
evidence, and then the quality of evidence can be either
upgraded or downgraded from this point.45 Studies will
be upgraded for factors such as large effect sizes or dose–
response relationships between LBP severity and activity.
Studies could also be downgraded for factors including
publication bias, indirect relationships with results
or inconsistencies between studies.44 45 Following this
process, a final quality level will be given to the evidence,
and will be either ‘High’, ‘Moderate’, ‘Low’ or ‘Very Low’
which can be interpreted in line with the GRADE guidance.25 44 45
Patient and public involvement
The topic of this review was discussed at our established
patient and public involvement meetings. Patients will
not be involved in the analysis and data collection of the
systematic review.
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Ethics and dissemination of results
No ethical approval is required for this review, as it will
only involve the collation of previously published literature. This systematic review will collect and collate
results from the numerous studies which have investigated changes in superficial lumbar muscle activity in
people with CNSLBP. While heterogeneity is expected,
it is expected that this review will succeed in identifying
common adaptations which may be muscle and task
specific. Consequently, the results of this review, and any
differences in muscle activity between individuals with
and without LBP, have the potential to influence future
research into LBP including potential rehabilitation
approaches. The results of this review will be submitted
for publication in a peer-reviewed journal and presented
at conferences.
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